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This book is a must read for all East Coast surfers who may have felt at sometime that they
should apologize for where they are from. The stories and pictures in this book are sure to make
the East Coast surfer proud, while sharing a universal story line with surfers all around the world.
These stories could very well have taken place in Hawaii or California but, they didnt. The major
theme is an eighteen-mile barrier island off the New Jersey coastline known as Long Beach
Island (LBI). Every individual in this book is somehow connected to the island. Through a series
of short stories from the 1930s to the 21st Century, you will be moved by what these individuals
have accomplished in the surfing community as well as the real world.Turn the pages to find out
who is an innovator of snowboard technology; a photo editor for Surfer magazine; writer/
producer of a Nickelodeon cartoon; and an award recipient from the president of the United
States. Meet local surfing legends: Wimpy, Tinker, and Huckleberry. Find out what surfing
pioneers did in the days before surfing wetsuits and wax. Travel around the world and through
time for: Surfing in Vietnam during the Vietnam War; Running a surf hostile in Puerto Rico in the
1990s; Capturing storm surf on film for the last twenty years from all over the globe. Learn what
unique surfing product came to a local surfer in a dream and how the internationally known
franchise - Ron Jon Surf Shop, got its start on LBI.Youre sure to enjoy the Why We Surf section
with unedited material from our local surfers, ages fifteen to sixty-three. Hear about some of their
most memorable surfing experiences and gain their deepest insights about this incredible sport
and lifestyle.The book has over one hundred pictures from family collections, 60s surf
magazines, and professional portfolios of some of the top surfing photographers.Surfing
collectors will especially enjoy some of the vintage material.Surfing the Web will give you the
links you need for everything from weather information to lodging on LBI. For those of you who
are still learning about LBI, Local Breaks gives you the low-down about surfing conditions and
even parking.There is something in Surfing LBI for surfers of every age and level of expertise. Its
a feel good book that will leave you stoked every time you open it.



SurfingLong Beach IslandCaroline UngerCopyright © 2003 by Caroline
Unger.:Hardcover1-4134-0809-5Softcover1-4134-0808-7eBook978-1-4691-0595-6 All rights
reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced or transmitted in anyform or by any means,
electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording,or by any information storage and
retrieval system, without permission in writingfrom the copyright owner. This book was printed in
the United States of America. To order additional copies of this book, contact:Xlibris
Corporation1-888-795-4274Orders@Xlibris.com 18970ContentsForward Introduction to Long
Beach Island The Long Beach Island Surfer The First Wave The First Surf Shops Sixties Long
Beach Island Surfing Contests Ladies of Long Beach Island Local Surf Legends Southern
Regional High School Surfing Team Holyoke Avenue Surfers Alliance New Jersey Surf
Club Local Boards Local Breaks Surfing the Web Why We
Surf Acknowledgements Forward This book is written for every Long Beach Island surfer who
has ever had to answer the question, often spoken with a condescending inflection, “You mean
there’s surf in New Jersey?” Not only is there surf, brudda but I’ll be so bold as to say that our
little island has influenced surfing history.Several LBI natives have achieved national status in
the amateur and professional surfing ranks. Others have surfed throughout the world, holding
their own in “expert” conditions. More than a few locals have tried their hand at surfboard design
and manufacturing. LBI was the birthplace of a retail giant that is known throughout the
international surfing industry. From cartoons to photography, movie production and offshoots of
the sport like snowboarding, LBI’ers have been making their mark on surfing culture since the
1930s, and are still going strong.The names in this book have not been changed to protect the
innocent. These are hard-core surfers, individuals whose commitment to surfing is a lifestyle, not
just a hobby. I can vouch for that, because I had to find them in order to write their stories. I was
often delayed because of their surfing commitments. Chuck Barfoot was away surfing in Brazil
and Bill Kretzer was in Puerto Rico. Jamie DeWitt was competing in surf meets in North Carolina
and Bob Nugent was working a hundred hours a week in the summer to support his surfing
habit.So, what makes a soul surfer? There is a lifelong quest to pursue happiness, in one of its
purest forms. There is less encumbrance to the material world and a heightened awareness of
the need for preservation of our natural resources. Surfers,regardless of age, possess the
energy and antics of youth. There is a drive for adventure and the desire to travel, travel, travel,
in the pursuit of waves. These characteristics often make it necessary to adopt different work
principles from mainstream society. Regardless of which era the surfer is from, what walk of life
or educational background, you will see that these are common threads that connect the surfing
community.This quest to enjoy life, through the medium of the ocean, has resulted in some bad
press from the “real world.” The surfer is often ridiculed as having a poor work ethic or being a
“beach bum.” Even Bear, in the classic surfing movie Big Wednesday, observed “That’s what I
get for hiring surfer labor.”During an interview for the surfing documentary Liquid Stage: The
Lure of Surfing, Steve Pezman, publisher of The Surfers Journal, explained why he thought
surfers of his generation were labeled as rebels:Against the larger societal push for conformity



which characterized the 1950s, surfers’ priority of riding waves was not warmly embraced by
mainstream society. They were viewed as rebels. For surfers of the late 1950s, their parents
were children of the depression. Like my father, they were conditioned to get a job and keep it at
all cost. Life was about being white-knuckled to an income. As a surfer, those rules and paranoia
were not worth worshipping for the rest of our lives.Surfers don’t necessarily work less, just
differently. Do you want to tell surfers who are seasonal business owners, that they lack a work
ethic? They work seven days a week with fifteen hour days. in doing this, they put themselves in
a position to take time off later, to enjoy their favorite winter surfing spots. It is really all a matter
of priorities. Surfers, somehow, some way, find a way to fit their work around their passion.The
surfing culture on LBI in the 1950s and 1960s was closely connected to the clamming industry.
Many a surfer spent his time treading for clams in the bay. It was an appealing job since there
wasn’t a nine to five schedule that conflicted with the most opportune surfing conditions. Those
who needed more money just stayed out in the bay a little longer. In those days, the bay was
bountiful and the pay was good. Many a surfer worked his way through college working in the
bay. Commercial clamming is still a source of livelihood for surfers like Chill Paul, Bill Willem, and
Bonnie Roth.

ContentsForward Introduction to Long Beach Island The Long Beach Island Surfer The First
Wave The First Surf Shops Sixties Long Beach Island Surfing Contests Ladies of Long Beach
Island Local Surf Legends Southern Regional High School Surfing Team Holyoke Avenue
Surfers Alliance New Jersey Surf Club Local Boards Local Breaks Surfing the Web Why We
Surf Acknowledgements Forward This book is written for every Long Beach Island surfer who
has ever had to answer the question, often spoken with a condescending inflection, “You mean
there’s surf in New Jersey?” Not only is there surf, brudda but I’ll be so bold as to say that our
little island has influenced surfing history.Several LBI natives have achieved national status in
the amateur and professional surfing ranks. Others have surfed throughout the world, holding
their own in “expert” conditions. More than a few locals have tried their hand at surfboard design
and manufacturing. LBI was the birthplace of a retail giant that is known throughout the
international surfing industry. From cartoons to photography, movie production and offshoots of
the sport like snowboarding, LBI’ers have been making their mark on surfing culture since the
1930s, and are still going strong.The names in this book have not been changed to protect the
innocent. These are hard-core surfers, individuals whose commitment to surfing is a lifestyle, not
just a hobby. I can vouch for that, because I had to find them in order to write their stories. I was
often delayed because of their surfing commitments. Chuck Barfoot was away surfing in Brazil
and Bill Kretzer was in Puerto Rico. Jamie DeWitt was competing in surf meets in North Carolina
and Bob Nugent was working a hundred hours a week in the summer to support his surfing
habit.So, what makes a soul surfer? There is a lifelong quest to pursue happiness, in one of its
purest forms. There is less encumbrance to the material world and a heightened awareness of
the need for preservation of our natural resources. Surfers,regardless of age, possess the



energy and antics of youth. There is a drive for adventure and the desire to travel, travel, travel,
in the pursuit of waves. These characteristics often make it necessary to adopt different work
principles from mainstream society. Regardless of which era the surfer is from, what walk of life
or educational background, you will see that these are common threads that connect the surfing
community.This quest to enjoy life, through the medium of the ocean, has resulted in some bad
press from the “real world.” The surfer is often ridiculed as having a poor work ethic or being a
“beach bum.” Even Bear, in the classic surfing movie Big Wednesday, observed “That’s what I
get for hiring surfer labor.”During an interview for the surfing documentary Liquid Stage: The
Lure of Surfing, Steve Pezman, publisher of The Surfers Journal, explained why he thought
surfers of his generation were labeled as rebels:Against the larger societal push for conformity
which characterized the 1950s, surfers’ priority of riding waves was not warmly embraced by
mainstream society. They were viewed as rebels. For surfers of the late 1950s, their parents
were children of the depression. Like my father, they were conditioned to get a job and keep it at
all cost. Life was about being white-knuckled to an income. As a surfer, those rules and paranoia
were not worth worshipping for the rest of our lives.Surfers don’t necessarily work less, just
differently. Do you want to tell surfers who are seasonal business owners, that they lack a work
ethic? They work seven days a week with fifteen hour days. in doing this, they put themselves in
a position to take time off later, to enjoy their favorite winter surfing spots. It is really all a matter
of priorities. Surfers, somehow, some way, find a way to fit their work around their passion.The
surfing culture on LBI in the 1950s and 1960s was closely connected to the clamming industry.
Many a surfer spent his time treading for clams in the bay. It was an appealing job since there
wasn’t a nine to five schedule that conflicted with the most opportune surfing conditions. Those
who needed more money just stayed out in the bay a little longer. In those days, the bay was
bountiful and the pay was good. Many a surfer worked his way through college working in the
bay. Commercial clamming is still a source of livelihood for surfers like Chill Paul, Bill Willem, and
Bonnie Roth.In recent years, with the boom in property values in Ocean County, many surfers
have found a way to make a comfortable living around their surfing schedules while working in
various aspects of construction or real estate. Sure, surfers can be doctors and lawyers, too, but
a good day of golf still can’t compete with a good day of surfing.Surfers have always had a
strong connection to the environment and a commitment to its preservation. You will find that
most surfers engage in environmentally-conscious activities. After all, when something is wrong
with the ocean, surfers are often the first to know. Paddling above and through the waves,
sometimes hours at a time, every sense is aroused. The surfer tastes the water, smells it, hears
the thundering inside break. When he sees the spray from an off-shore wind, he knows that
catching the wave will be just a little more work. The surfer submerges his whole body and feels
the ocean’s invigorating briskness. When the ocean is sick, the surfer feels sick.Some people
experience heightened spirituality through their surfing. Sitting out on the water inevitably
arouses a sense of awe for the natural environment. Being able to see and experience the
world’s oceans becomes more important than amassing worldly possessions. The finest hotels



and five-star restaurants are a distant second to being able to live in primitive accommodations
in a third-world country if there is surf to be had.Surfers have been known to sacrifice financial
security to maintain their surfing lifestyles. Mickey Munoz, in an interview for the Today Show,
was asked: “For fifty-four years you’ve devoted yourself to this (surfing) . . . Why?” Mickey, as you
may recall, was the body-double for Sandra Dee’s surfing scenes during the 1959 movie,
Gidget. He was also a pioneer big wave rider, who, along with Greg Noll, was one of the first to
ever successfully surf Waimea Bay. It was pointed out to him that many of his contemporaries
were now getting ready to retire on healthy pensions, in big houses and with fancy cars. Without
thinking twice, he proudly told the world:When the waves are good, the waves are good. It’s such
a rare opportunity that I don’t want to have to wear a watch, I don’t want to have to be anywhere.
I love just being in the water and the rhythm. The positives are so positive and the highs are so
high . . . they far outweigh the negatives.One of the comments I heard repeatedly from those I
interviewed was their shared pride and joy to be able to pass on the surfing experience to their
children. There was also the thrill of traveling to exotic places with lifelong friends. Unfortunately,
there was also an underlying tone of apprehension. Many fear the devastating impact that
pollution will have, not only on surfing, but on the environment as a whole.One of my favorite
sections of the book is the “Why We Surf” chapter. For one thing, I didn’t have to write anything.
It’s all unedited material from a wide variety of surfers—all different ages, occupations, and
surfing experience, albeit with an LBI connection. Admittedly, I copied the idea from the April ‘95
edition of Surfer magazine, where there were eighty-five reasons from individuals who read like
a “Who’s Who” in the surfing world. I’d like to think our chapter reads like a “Who’s Who on LBI.”
What I did learn from trying to get the surveys back is that most surfers aren’t exactly type-A
personalities. When I asked folks to get them back to me in one month, I was pretty lucky to get
them back in two. You know who you are out there—now aren’t you glad that I nagged you?My
sincere thanks to all of you who so graciously allowed me into your lives. Thank you for the
opportunity to enter your homes,your photo albums, and your hearts. For some, I hope these
next chapters will bring back many fond memories. I think you will agree that despite all the
changes through the years—huge product merchandising, more crowded beaches, new
surfboard design and technology—the stoke is still the same. I hope that the next generation of
surfers will feel empowered to promote the positive aspects of this incredible sport and lifestyle,
and to keep the “aloha spirit” alive. For anyone who is still new to the sport, I offer one additional
insight from the character, David, in Disney’s animated film Lilo & Stitch·.I may not be a doctor
but I know that there is no better cure for a sour face than a couple boards and some choice
waves.References:

Forward This book is written for every Long Beach Island surfer who has ever had to answer the
question, often spoken with a condescending inflection, “You mean there’s surf in New Jersey?”
Not only is there surf, brudda but I’ll be so bold as to say that our little island has influenced
surfing history.Several LBI natives have achieved national status in the amateur and professional



surfing ranks. Others have surfed throughout the world, holding their own in “expert” conditions.
More than a few locals have tried their hand at surfboard design and manufacturing. LBI was the
birthplace of a retail giant that is known throughout the international surfing industry. From
cartoons to photography, movie production and offshoots of the sport like snowboarding, LBI’ers
have been making their mark on surfing culture since the 1930s, and are still going strong.The
names in this book have not been changed to protect the innocent. These are hard-core surfers,
individuals whose commitment to surfing is a lifestyle, not just a hobby. I can vouch for that,
because I had to find them in order to write their stories. I was often delayed because of their
surfing commitments. Chuck Barfoot was away surfing in Brazil and Bill Kretzer was in Puerto
Rico. Jamie DeWitt was competing in surf meets in North Carolina and Bob Nugent was working
a hundred hours a week in the summer to support his surfing habit.So, what makes a soul
surfer? There is a lifelong quest to pursue happiness, in one of its purest forms. There is less
encumbrance to the material world and a heightened awareness of the need for preservation of
our natural resources. Surfers,regardless of age, possess the energy and antics of youth. There
is a drive for adventure and the desire to travel, travel, travel, in the pursuit of waves. These
characteristics often make it necessary to adopt different work principles from mainstream
society. Regardless of which era the surfer is from, what walk of life or educational background,
you will see that these are common threads that connect the surfing community.This quest to
enjoy life, through the medium of the ocean, has resulted in some bad press from the “real
world.” The surfer is often ridiculed as having a poor work ethic or being a “beach bum.” Even
Bear, in the classic surfing movie Big Wednesday, observed “That’s what I get for hiring surfer
labor.”During an interview for the surfing documentary Liquid Stage: The Lure of Surfing, Steve
Pezman, publisher of The Surfers Journal, explained why he thought surfers of his generation
were labeled as rebels:Against the larger societal push for conformity which characterized the
1950s, surfers’ priority of riding waves was not warmly embraced by mainstream society. They
were viewed as rebels. For surfers of the late 1950s, their parents were children of the
depression. Like my father, they were conditioned to get a job and keep it at all cost. Life was
about being white-knuckled to an income. As a surfer, those rules and paranoia were not worth
worshipping for the rest of our lives.Surfers don’t necessarily work less, just differently. Do you
want to tell surfers who are seasonal business owners, that they lack a work ethic? They work
seven days a week with fifteen hour days. in doing this, they put themselves in a position to take
time off later, to enjoy their favorite winter surfing spots. It is really all a matter of priorities.
Surfers, somehow, some way, find a way to fit their work around their passion.The surfing culture
on LBI in the 1950s and 1960s was closely connected to the clamming industry. Many a surfer
spent his time treading for clams in the bay. It was an appealing job since there wasn’t a nine to
five schedule that conflicted with the most opportune surfing conditions. Those who needed
more money just stayed out in the bay a little longer. In those days, the bay was bountiful and the
pay was good. Many a surfer worked his way through college working in the bay. Commercial
clamming is still a source of livelihood for surfers like Chill Paul, Bill Willem, and Bonnie Roth.In



recent years, with the boom in property values in Ocean County, many surfers have found a way
to make a comfortable living around their surfing schedules while working in various aspects of
construction or real estate. Sure, surfers can be doctors and lawyers, too, but a good day of golf
still can’t compete with a good day of surfing.Surfers have always had a strong connection to the
environment and a commitment to its preservation. You will find that most surfers engage in
environmentally-conscious activities. After all, when something is wrong with the ocean, surfers
are often the first to know. Paddling above and through the waves, sometimes hours at a time,
every sense is aroused. The surfer tastes the water, smells it, hears the thundering inside break.
When he sees the spray from an off-shore wind, he knows that catching the wave will be just a
little more work. The surfer submerges his whole body and feels the ocean’s invigorating
briskness. When the ocean is sick, the surfer feels sick.Some people experience heightened
spirituality through their surfing. Sitting out on the water inevitably arouses a sense of awe for the
natural environment. Being able to see and experience the world’s oceans becomes more
important than amassing worldly possessions. The finest hotels and five-star restaurants are a
distant second to being able to live in primitive accommodations in a third-world country if there
is surf to be had.Surfers have been known to sacrifice financial security to maintain their surfing
lifestyles. Mickey Munoz, in an interview for the Today Show, was asked: “For fifty-four years
you’ve devoted yourself to this (surfing) . . . Why?” Mickey, as you may recall, was the body-
double for Sandra Dee’s surfing scenes during the 1959 movie, Gidget. He was also a pioneer
big wave rider, who, along with Greg Noll, was one of the first to ever successfully surf Waimea
Bay. It was pointed out to him that many of his contemporaries were now getting ready to retire
on healthy pensions, in big houses and with fancy cars. Without thinking twice, he proudly told
the world:When the waves are good, the waves are good. It’s such a rare opportunity that I don’t
want to have to wear a watch, I don’t want to have to be anywhere. I love just being in the water
and the rhythm. The positives are so positive and the highs are so high . . . they far outweigh the
negatives.One of the comments I heard repeatedly from those I interviewed was their shared
pride and joy to be able to pass on the surfing experience to their children. There was also the
thrill of traveling to exotic places with lifelong friends. Unfortunately, there was also an underlying
tone of apprehension. Many fear the devastating impact that pollution will have, not only on
surfing, but on the environment as a whole.One of my favorite sections of the book is the “Why
We Surf” chapter. For one thing, I didn’t have to write anything. It’s all unedited material from a
wide variety of surfers—all different ages, occupations, and surfing experience, albeit with an
LBI connection. Admittedly, I copied the idea from the April ‘95 edition of Surfer magazine, where
there were eighty-five reasons from individuals who read like a “Who’s Who” in the surfing world.
I’d like to think our chapter reads like a “Who’s Who on LBI.” What I did learn from trying to get
the surveys back is that most surfers aren’t exactly type-A personalities. When I asked folks to
get them back to me in one month, I was pretty lucky to get them back in two. You know who you
are out there—now aren’t you glad that I nagged you?My sincere thanks to all of you who so
graciously allowed me into your lives. Thank you for the opportunity to enter your homes,your



photo albums, and your hearts. For some, I hope these next chapters will bring back many fond
memories. I think you will agree that despite all the changes through the years—huge product
merchandising, more crowded beaches, new surfboard design and technology—the stoke is still
the same. I hope that the next generation of surfers will feel empowered to promote the positive
aspects of this incredible sport and lifestyle, and to keep the “aloha spirit” alive. For anyone who
is still new to the sport, I offer one additional insight from the character, David, in Disney’s
animated film Lilo & Stitch·.I may not be a doctor but I know that there is no better cure for a sour
face than a couple boards and some choice waves.References:Big Wednesday. Warner
Brothers, Inc., 1978.Lilo & Stitch, Walt Disney Pictures, 2002.Liquid Stage: The Lure of
Surfing.KPBS Television San Diego, 1995.Today Show, NBC, August 28, 2002.Introduction to
Long Beach Island Long Beach Island is an eighteen mile stretch of fine beach sand, shifting
sandbars, and man-made wooden and rock jetties. Traveling to this barrier island, one must
drive through rich acres of preserved pinelands. It “feels” far away from the two large
metropolitan areas that are within driving distance-New York City (90 miles from LBI) and
Philadelphia (60 miles from LBI).Long Beach Island comprises only a small segment of the 130
miles of New Jersey coastline. For all intents and purposes, it is an obscure coastal town. It
doesn’t have a boardwalk or the “nightlife” that many of its counterparts boast. It certainly doesn’t
have the glitz and glitter of Atlantic City. Nevertheless, the people who are attracted to LBI are
richly rewarded with its natural resources. Even the researchers, like Stephen Leatherman, a.k.a.
“Dr. Beach,” agree that LBI is something special. LBI has twice been selected as one of the Top
Twenty Beaches in America. The study conducted by the Laboratory for Coastal Research at
Florida International University uses fifty criteria from water quality to sand condition. LBI is the
only New Jersey beach to ever make the list.Most people enjoy LBI between June and
September. The year-round population is about 8,000 people. During the summer, that number
can swell to 140,000. The island is reached by a two-mile, four-lane causeway which is located
at just about the island’s mid-section. There are actually six separate towns on LBI, each with
their own governing bodies. Moving north to south, the first town is Barnegat Light. Like all good
shore communities, LBI does have a lighthouse and conveniently, it is located here. Other towns
include: Harvey Cedars, Surf City, Ship Bottom, Beach Haven, and Long Beach Township.Long
Beach Township, the largest municipality on LBI, consists of seven small towns north and south
of the Causeway. The twelve-mile township includes North Beach at its northernmost point, but
there is also a North Beach Haven south of the Causeway but north of Beach Haven! Add to
that, towns like Beach Haven Park, Beach Haven Crest, Beach Haven Gardens, and just for a
little diversity, Haven Beach. The names of the towns are important as we talk about some of the
different surf breaks. Don’t worry if you’re confused by all the names-you’re not alone. These little
subtleties contribute to greater than fifty percent of the nervous breakdowns by postal
workers.People on LBI make their living providing resort-type amenities. Many locals own
restaurants, retail businesses, or provide the means for recreational activities (sailing, boating,
fishing, crabbing, windsurfing, parasailing, kitesailing, surfing, biking, and putt-putt golf). Folks



involved in all phases of construction are also in demand as beach bungalows are being torn
down, one-by-one, and replaced with pretentious dwellings. Then there are the realtors, who
outnumber year-round residents. Another island industry, although less well-known, is the
commercial fishing fleet in Barnegat Light. It is one of the busiest on the eastern seaboard with
over five million pounds of seafood shipped every year, to places as distant as Europe and
Asia.LBI is also known for its good surfing conditions, although this is not something the average
summer visitor knows. Sure, surfers can be found during the summer months, but usually out of
desperation. Except for occasional low pressure systems, the prevailing southerly winds result in
waves that have a closer resemblance to boat wakes.The surfing community has a better
understanding of how coastal areas can have seasonal Jekyll and Hyde personalities. On LBI,
surfers start thinking about heading out in the water just as normal people start retreating to the
warmth and comfort of their homes. The surfer may be pelted by rain, perhaps from the
remnants of a hurricane that is headed out to sea. At other times, gusts of wind from a blustery
winter nor’easter threaten to snatch the surfboard from one’s hands. It doesn’t matter. If nature
brings surf, the LBI surfers will be there . . . celebrating life the best way that they know how . . . in
a harmonious dance with the waves.The Long Beach Island Surfer The Long Beach Island
surfer must be patient to wait through the sweltering heat and humidity of an East Coast
summer. Air temperatures range between 80° to 100° while the water temperature may rise as
high as 75°. The typical lull in the waves is really just the gestation period for the beast that is
about to come. It’s when everyone starts to go home, after Labor Day, that the tropical storms
and hurricanes begin to pass offshore. Even a storm that is hundreds of miles away will churn up
worthwhile swells.The crowds have gone . . . Soul surfer and an autumn swellAs the winter
solstice approaches, frequent nor’easters become part of the weather pattern. These destructive
Atlantic storms have been wreaking havoc on the northeastern seaboard for centuries. Surfers
are well-aware of the powerful punch that they pack into the waves. Part of that punch is also the
painful temperatures of air and sea. Temperatures are lowest in January and February. Water
temperatures have been known to drop below freezing. Add to that, blustery winds that may
bring wind chills below zero degrees.Nevertheless, the hard core East Coast surfer can not pass
up these bigger, more consistent waves of winter. Like knights, clad in armor of neoprene from
head to toe, they launch their attack. Unlike their medieval counterparts, however, their face is
left exposed to the wind and wetness. The beautiful spray from a strong offshore wind adds to
the throbbing. The infamous “ice cream headache” is inevitable with too many submersions. The
whole “feel” of surfing is just a little different. Is it possible for water to feel harder? All movements
are just a little slower with the 5mm outer covering. All sounds are muffled through the hood.
People who think you’re crazy don’t understand that for the most part you’re actually pretty warm
inside. The coolness that you do feel invigorates you and makes you feel alive through all your
senses. It’s something you take home with you as you paddle in, and the seal that has been
swimming with you wonders why you’re leaving.As the earth begins to thaw in the spring, surfers
also slowly shed their coverings. The thickness of the wetsuit can be decreased. More skin is



gradually exposed to the elements. The hood comes off first and then the gloves and the boots.
By June, the wetsuits with short sleeves and short pants are usually in order. Compared to the
mainland, the air temperature will remain cooler on the island in the spring, insulated by the
coolness of the bay and ocean waters. An occasional nor’easter will still come through, assailing
the buds and flowers as they try to make their debut in yet another change of the seasons.Few
surfers in the world experience the extreme change in air and water temperatures that LBI
surfers do. The size and shape of the wave from day to day, and even beach to beach, is also
extremely variable. It is obvious that the LBI surfer is very adaptable and very committed.LBI
locals have proven to be skilled enough to handle surf all over the world. When they weren’t
going out to the world, the world came to them. Several LBI surfers have been forever captured
for the world to see in surfing magazines and movies. Local writers and filmmakers have also
made their mark. Here are a few examples:MAGAZINES & BOOKS:Bakst, Roger. “The Dynamic
Duo: Puerto Rico’s Crashboat and Gas Chamber” International Surfing 1969, 75-77.LBI locals,
Sam and Ernie Baugh, are mentioned in the article as “some Rincon regulars who rode
Crashboat well last winter.” The article also features two pictures of Sam Baugh getting in AND
out of a sizable tube. Story and photos are by Roger Bakst who also worked and surfed on
LBI.Borte, Jason. “Heat Wave: Sweating Out Hurricane Season Along the East Coast.” Surfer
43(2), 2001, 76-95.This is a thirty-one picture spread that takes you from New Hampshire to
South Florida. The teaser on the cover is “THE BEST EAST COAST TUBE EVER SEEN.” Turn to
page 88 and you’ll find John Bilderback’s two page picture of Beach Haven local, Sammy
Zuegner in that famous Holyoke Avenue tube ride. Bilderback also needed two pages to capture
Greg Pobst off the lip of another LBI wave. Photographer Joe Coffey couldn’t resist a shot of
young Surf City local, Brenden Willem, stylin’ at Manasquan. (Brendan reports the shot was
really taken on LBI). If you want an ahhh moment, there’s even a Beach Haven sunrise in the
feature.DiMenna, Ron. “Atlantic Advice.” Atlantic Surfing 1(2), 1965, 9.Surfing fundamentals for
beginnersDiMenna, Ron. “Long Beach Island on the Atlantic.” International Surfing June, 1965,
52-55.A brief description of LBI with a collection of pictures and some of the early names.Ker,
John. “Beach Haven.” Surfer 13(6), 1973, 79-83.The five lines of text only mention a place
“somewhere on the much-lambasted eastern coastline of the United States,” but you’ll know that
it’s our island when you see a picture taken at Maryland Avenue and another of Ray DeFrehn.
There are nine pictures in all, taken by John Ker and Bruce Ker.

Surfing Long Beach shein, Surfing Long Beach sonic, Surfing Long Beach Starbucks, Surfing
Long Beach Spotify, Surfing Long Beach spectrum, Surfing Long Stranger Things, Surfing Long
Southwest Airlines, Surfing Long Sams Club, Surfing Long speed test, Surfing Long spotify pie

All of Statistics: A Concise Course in Statistical Inference (Springer Texts in Statistics), Practical
Statistics for Data Scientists: 50+ Essential Concepts Using R and Python, Naked Statistics:
Stripping the Dread from the Data, Introduction to Statistics: An Intuitive Guide for Analyzing



Data and Unlocking Discoveries, The Elements of Statistical Learning: Data Mining, Inference,
and Prediction, Second Edition (Springer Series in Statistics), An Introduction to Statistical
Learning: with Applications in R (Springer Texts in Statistics), An Introduction to Statistical
Learning: with Applications in R (Springer Texts in Statistics Book 103), Statistical Inference,
Data Science from Scratch: First Principles with Python, Data-Driven Science and Engineering:
Machine Learning, Dynamical Systems, and Control, All of Nonparametric Statistics (Springer
Texts in Statistics), Regression and Other Stories (Analytical Methods for Social Research),
Bayesian Data Analysis (Chapman & Hall/CRC Texts in Statistical Science Book 106), Causal
Inference in Statistics: A Primer, The Foundations of Statistics (Dover Books on Mathematics),
Statistics (Fourth Edition), Statistics & Statistical Analysis Illustrated: Foundations You Should
Know, Mathematical Statistics with Applications, Numerical Python: Scientific Computing and
Data Science Applications with Numpy, SciPy and Matplotlib, Statistics for People Who (Think
They) Hate Statistics, Mathematics for Machine Learning



Daniel Costello, “Five Stars. I surf LBI, and know several of the people in the book.”

The book by Caroline Unger has a rating of  5 out of 3.4. 2 people have provided feedback.
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